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FEMININE INTROSPECTION

Through the “Feminine introspection“ collection I want to support you in connecting 
to and expressing your raw, naked, deepest self. The accessories are meant to be a  
token, a symbol of your inner journey, a constant reminder to always get back to  
yourself, to love, accept and be gentle to yourself, as well as a way to express your  
inner beauty and femininity. They are created using flowing lines and soft materials 

that express a part of the way I feel femininity.



A crown for all your senses, with soft velour in dusty pink color and golden  
flowers for a vintage touch.

VINTAGE VELVET CROWN WITH GOLDEN ACCENTS



A reinterpetation of a vintage accessory, a crown with soft velour in grey color  
adorned with golden flowers.

FLOWER VELOUR HEADBAND IN GREY



Hand-painted ivory flowers and gold leaves covered in sparkly crystals are  
scattered throughout the flowers headband for a simple and romantic addition 
to your look.

IVORY FLOWERS HEADBAND



A whimsical headband with hand-painted pink cherry flowers and dainty golden 
leaves. The hairpiece is adorned with crystals for a sparkly feel.

CHERRY BLOSSOM HEADPIECE



A modern take on the vintage floral crown, this lovely headpiece features an  
assortment of brass gold plated flowers and leaves, adorned with ivory  
Swarovski pearls.

VINTAGE FLORAL CROWN



This tiny vintage hair comb is sprinkled with golden leaves and dainty pearls with 
a touch of crystals to add the sparkle.

VINTAGE FLOWER HAIR COMB



This lovely blooming rose headpiece features an assortment of gold plated leaves 
and two delicate flowers, hand-painted in white, adorned with tiny pearls. 

BLOSSOM WHITE FLOWER COMB



This tiny nature inspired headpiece features an assortment of gold plated leaves 
delicate flowers and little sparkles of crystals.

VINTAGE FLOWER COMB



Delicate flowers and gold leaves covered in sparkly crystals are scattered 
throughout this woodland halo for a vintage and romantic addition to your look.

SIDE HALO WITH CRYSTALS



Maybe the theatrical allure, maybe the subtle note of mystery it brings with it or 
just the fact that it takes you dreaming to bygone eras, make this black birdcage 
veil so ethereal and glamorous.

BLACK VINTAGE FRENCH VEIL



A crown for all your senses, with soft velour and a glamorous vintage veiling  
original from the 40’s

BLACK FRENCH VEILING WITH VINTAGE HEADBAND



A whimsical wedding hair accessory, a birdcage veil in ivory shades, for a delicate 
yet seductive look.

IVORY BRIDAL BIRDCAGE VEIL



A modern take on the vintage birdcage veils for a delicate yet seductive look, 
this black birdcage veil adds a touch of mystery.

BLACK BIRDCAGE VEIL WITH CHENILLE DOTS



A set of 3 delicate hair accessories with a vintage floral touch, with gold plated 
leaves delicate flowers and little sparkles of crystals.

FLORAL HAIR ACCESSORIES SET OF 3



A set of 2 delicate hair accessories with a vintage floral touch. The accessories 
are adorned with gold plated leaves and flowers embellished with crystals for a 
sparkly touch.  

FLORAL HAIR ACCESSORIES SET OF 2
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